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automated sta�ng
schedules to reduce
injuries fails to address
employee concerns
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Je� Bezos wants Amazon to use “sophisticated algorithms” to track the muscle groups used

by warehouse workers and ultimately reduce workplace injuries. The proposal, made in a

recent lengthy shareholder letter, came on the heels of a failed unionization e�ort at its

Bessemer, Alabama, warehouse and amid growing scrutiny of the company’s labor practices.

In the letter, Bezos said Amazon is developing “automated sta�ng schedules” that rotate

workers between jobs prioritizing di�erent muscle groups to avoid repetitive motion that

could lead to injury. Bezos claims early studies of the automated sta�ng schedules decreased

musculoskeletal disorders—like sprains and strains—by 32% and halved employees’ time

away from work.

Critics and Amazon workers claim Amazon’s increasing reliance on AI tools and
automation has left employees feeling like robots. For years, warehouse workers have

decried Amazon’s automated tracking software used to determine “time o� task” and other

productivity metrics. Some workers say these systems make them feel akin to robots, a

characterization Bezos refuted in his letter. For context, Amazon warehouses already rely on

vast combinations of physical robots and AI-powered software, and the company hopes to

one day make them fully autonomous. Until then, warehouse workers must fill technological

gaps left by Amazon’s current robots and automated services, a concept that New York Times

columnist Kevin Roose refers to as “machine-managed jobs” in his recent book “Futureproof”:

“In these relationships, all of the power and leverage resides in the machines—humans are

simply the plug-and-play accessories that follow orders,” he writes.

While warehouse automation can reduce physical injuries, research has shown it can also
have deleterious long-term e�ects on workers. Emerging tech and automation have yielded

mixed results for workers, according to a 2019 report from UC Berkeley’s Labor Center. The

report claims new technologies can help reduce monotonous and physically strenuous

activity, but also warns it could also negatively a�ect workers’ health, safety, and morale,

ultimately accelerating worker turnover. Additionally, the report says that automated

monitoring tools, like the ones Bezos proposed in his letter, “threaten to constrain workers’

autonomy and introduce new rigidities into the workplace.”

Growing con�icts involving automation may encourage legislators to take a more active
role in regulating AI in workplaces:

In 2019, Illinois passed the AI Video Interview Act, which requires employers using AI in job

interviews to obtain consent from the candidate and provide explanations of when employees

use the tech to analyze videos of job applicants.

https://www.aboutamazon.com/news/company-news/2020-letter-to-shareholders
https://www.propublica.org/article/lessons-from-bessemer-what-amazons-union-defeat-means-for-the-american-labor-movement
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/03/business/economy/amazon-warehouse-labor-robots.html
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/feb/05/amazon-workers-protest-unsafe-grueling-conditions-warehouse
https://time.com/5629233/amazon-warehouse-employee-treatment-robots/
https://www.theverge.com/2019/4/25/18516004/amazon-warehouse-fulfillment-centers-productivity-firing-terminations
https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/12/11/20982652/robots-amazon-warehouse-jobs-automation
https://feedvisor.com/resources/amazon-shipping-fba/how-amazon-leverages-artificial-intelligence-to-optimize-delivery/
https://www.theverge.com/2019/5/1/18526092/amazon-warehouse-robotics-automation-ai-10-years-away
https://www.kevinroose.com/futureproof
https://laborcenter.berkeley.edu/future-of-warehouse-work/
https://www.ilga.gov/legislation/fulltext.asp?DocName=&SessionId=108&GA=101&DocTypeId=HB&DocNum=2557&GAID=15&LegID=&SpecSess=&Session=
https://www.vox.com/recode/2020/1/1/21043000/artificial-intelligence-job-applications-illinios-video-interivew-act
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The EU is currently considering new rules that would heavily curtail the use of AI for mass

surveillance and rating social behavior.

Last month, England and Wales’ Trades Union Congress called on legislators to urgently

regulate how companies use AI at work, citing a report claiming AI is outpacing employment

law.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/eu-considers-tightening-grip-on-ai-surveillance-regulation
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-workers-data-trfn/regulate-ai-or-risk-dehumanisation-at-work-british-unions-say-idUSKBN2BH04A
https://www.tuc.org.uk/sites/default/files/Technology_Managing_People_2021_Report_AW_0.pdf

